Most of our databases will give you the option to cite the article in the MLA or APA formats. The LBCC Library has an online guide on using the MLA and APA citation formats. The Purdue OWL website is another good online resource for citing books, articles, and other sources.

https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/section/2/

From the LBCC Library homepage, click on the tab “Study Guides.”

Type “MLA” into the search box and click “Search.”

• Click on MLA Citation Guide.

By clicking on the tabs at the top of the page, you will be able to cite book, magazine articles, and other sources!

Select which style (MLA, APA, Chicago) you are using for your research paper.

Select the tab to the Formatting and Style Guide.

Click on the tab for the type of material (book, magazine, website, etc.) you would need help with.